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GEBUG was wr·itten in the summer of 1965 by S. Kidd from 
specifications by R. Fenichel. It is now being maintained 
by O.B., Wagner. 

111.tro~u~t ion 

GEBUG is an interactive synt>olic post~mortem dumper. 
used in debugging 645 programs run under the 6.36 System. 
At the termination of a 6.36 run 9 a core image file and 
possibly some BSA synt>ol table files are returned to the 
user•s CTSS file directory. GEBUG uses these files to provide 
0peeks' in various formats at the condition of the simulated 
64S core storage at termination. In conception but not in 
details it resembles FAPOBG. 

It seems to be a general property of large interactive programs 
that such a program is difficult to describe but serves as its 
own best tutorial aid. The user wishing to use GEBUG is advised 
to skim this document,? primarily the section "Summary of Regue~~" 11 

then start playing with the program. Once a feeling has been 
obtained for the general philosophy of GEBUG# a closer reading of 
this document might be worthwhile. 

US£lge 

To use GEBUG# the user links to GEBUG SAVED in the public file~ 
Ml416 CMFL04. GEBUG is entered by the conmandp 

RESUME GEBUG runnam 

Where run1am is the run name specified to the merge editor (it 
is thepr mary name of the dump file). 

After a certain amount of initialization, GEBUG types 9GO AHEAD' 
and begins reading requests from the console. If a request begins 
with a "/" 11 it is a ucontrolu request. otherwise a upeek" request. 

Requests are norfflcllly typed one per line, with program response 
following immediately. Several requests may be placed on the same 
1 ine,11 however b separated by semicolonsi, and no program action 
wi 11 take place until the carriage return is typed. 
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.Lo~a1; igQ Cont.rgJ R~gyes,:t~ 
J 

These control requests specify how synt>olic location references 
are to be lnterpretedc Two concepts are important here: 
ttcurrent segment" and "current stack f:rame 11 • The first is 
controlled by the /segmen! request, the second by the /!QY. 
and /Jil.'SI {"stack poTnter up" and 11stack pointer down 11 ) requests. 

BSA produces a synt>ot table file for each segment giving the 
values of all the synt>ols defined In the source program for 
that segment. The synt>ols are divided into three categoriesg 
text (ordinary) syrrbols 0 stack symbols 9 and linkage syrnbols9 
The request 

/seonent alpha 

makes~ the current segment (more about this tater) and 
causes the syni>oi table file alRhs DEBUG to be loaded so 
that these synt>ols are available for the interpretation of 
input expressions and for the printing of instructions sym
bolically Clnstruc.t_ion output format). 

GEBUG keeps a copy of the active registers 0 which may be 
interrogated with the /r,gsisters requesto The value of the 
base pair sb~p determines "current stack frame" for location 
references4 Several requests have been provided for changing 
this copy of the active registersp the most important of which 
are the two described below~ The request ,~ 
moves the stack pointer .w2 (the direction of Increasing 
addresses 0 or the direction of subroutine calls). That ise 
It loads st,.,-,sp from spf1a. then loads the copy of the active 
registers contained in the new stack frame. This copy of the 
active registers is the contents at the time of the last call 
out from this stack position. 

/j..ag 

moves the stack pointer~ (the direction of decreasing 
addresses,, or the dire<;tiori of subroutine returns)o That is" 
it loads s~p from spf16 and loads the active registers from 
the copy contained in the new stack frame. (See 8007.02 for 
details of the stack.) 

The 'peek' request takes either of the forms 

iocl 

loc 1 !_Q 1oc2 

where~ and J.Q,£2. are expressions which may Include text or 
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stack synnotsu octal offsets 8 and the syffboi u*" (which always 
refers to the last location printed by a peek request)~ Some 
examples of such expressions are, 

1·1 

S YM + 1 - SYM2 + 6 • 1 

* + 23 

The~ of such an expression is not enough to give the full 
intent of the user. The expression must be inter.nreted as to 
'Whether it refers to a segment or an absolute address or the 
stack 9 etc. If such an expression contains a stack synbol 0 it 
is taken to refer to the current stack frame.., and if it contains 
a text synt>ot. it refers to the current segment. If the 
expression contains nothing but octal nurrbers it is Interpreted 
as fol lows:: Normally It refers to the current segmentjl but the· 
r·equests 

/stack 

/g~5il,ut~ 

/£1..Y.tDn 

set purely octal expressions to refer to the current stack framep 
absolute locations in simulated 645 storage 9 or directly to 
locations in the core dump ftleq respectively. The /!~.Bot 
request always resets this option, and the /segment request 
without an argument does nothing else but reset this option. 

If an 11*" occurs in an expression., the expression is inter
preted in the same manner as the last expression evaluated. 

The contents of the specified location.s in the "peek" request 
are printed out one per line in each of the formats specified 
by the preceding /format request. This request takes the formu 

/t,ormat f1 f2 f3 .. a fn (abbreviation /f) 

where .flq HI.> etc. are format names. The possible format names 
are octalD .flo2t{n~~ deci[ML, ascH 0 J,nst_ryct!one and ,indires;! 
(abbreviations g 0 fl~ .!au § 0 lu and .!J:!g). All but inqjrec..;t are 
self 0 explanatory. All are described in some detail later. If 
no format request has been given 9 °/format octal'* is assumed,. 

.Qther Re_g_ue~..:t~ 

The existence of the 645 instructions ~reg. l.t!sl~ ~e and ldb 
(store registers 61 load registers,;, store bases.,,. and load bases) 
guarantees that whenever a program sav~s machine conditions for 
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one reason or another- 61 a great deal of information useful in 
debugging wi 11 be stored besides that which was of immediate 
interest. The GEBUG requests describeo be\o..r.t are de51gned 
to take advantage of this fact. 

/J..l:§9. ioc 

ll~ loc 

I.WJ. loc 

/r,.tcd loc 

cause the program registers 0 base registers~ indicator regis• 
ter- 11 or indicator register and instruction counter,, respectivelyn 
to be loaded from .1.2£ 0 under the assumption that this informa
tion wa$ stored thet·e by an ~.t ~!B 11 sti 11 or~ instruction, 
12£ 1s an expression inter·preted in the: same way as in the peek 
request. 

The request 

/,,termin 

resets GEBUG 1s copy of the active registers to the contents at 
termination time, 

Since /ldb and /term,.!n change the pair sb~~Pe they may change 
the current stack fra~.e. 

The contents of GEBUGas copy of the active registers (as 
modified by /™ 0 /spd 0 /lre_g,. etc.) is interrogated with tr.e 
request 

/reg,isters 11st {abb~eviation /!~9) 

where 11.1,W" is a list of code words,, separated by blanks. 
The code words are 

a 
SJ 

it 

Js 
.9.Q..t 

m.t 

the double-precision floating-paint nunt>er 
determined by the £ 9 A~ and O registers. Asso 
the E-register .. 

the A--!Fegister 

the Q •register 

the indicator register 

the instruction counter 

the descriptor base register 

the procedure base register 
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!! the timer register 

brs · the base registers 

~ the index registers 

If no list is specified~ all this information will be printed. 

The request 

/survey_ 

prints~ survey of all segments in the descriptor segment 9 

with all relevant Information about each. 

Besides the automatic synt:>ol table loading by the /segmen~ 
request~ t\l'ilO less important control retiuests are avai 1able for 
fflclnfpu1atlng synt>ol tables. 

alpha 

CclUSes the syni>ol table file ~1RJJ~ DEBUG to be loaded~ 
regardless of what segment is current. 

/gm 

causes the synt>oi table to be cleared. 

The request 

alpha 

causes GEBUG to stop reading from the console and to read 
instead from the fite algha GEBUG which was created using 
the TYPSET command. 

The ree1uest 

/xecom conmand 

causes GEBUG to ca 11 the 1 ibrar-y subroutine XECOM to execute 
the CTSS command specified. 

The request 

/.:tlmru: 
causes GEBUG to begin printing execution times after each 
request. This is expected to be helpful in °tuningst GEBUG's 
l/0, but wi 1 t not be of great interest to the user. 
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A If /U fol lowed by a format name fo 1 lowed by any Vol id GEBUG 
request causes the format 11st to be ternporarfly set to that 
one format. The request is executed 0 and then the format 
list is reset to its previous status. For example 0 

/a 27 to 36 

causes the contents of locations 27 to 36 to be printed in the 
s,scU. output format. 

~ 

ocwJ (abbr-eviation Q) 

Identical to the ~12 format of (IOH). 

fioatinq (abbreviation f.l) 

Identical to the E15.8 format of (IOH). 

(abbreviation g) 

Identical to the !12 format of (!OH), 

asc_ij (abbreviation~) 

This format interprets a word as four 7-b!t ASCII characters 
in 9-bit fields. The characters are printed using the escape 
conventions appropriate to the console being used~ The J.'am§S. 
of control characters are pr·inted" e.g.~ (000)8 is printed 
as 0 NUL". If the character is illegal (high order bits non
zer~) the escape convention for an octal specification is used. 

.ws.truct ion (abbreviation i) 

The ·word is interpreted as a 645 instruction and is printed 
in a pseudo-BSA format. If a syrrbol table is availableu it 
is used to print the address synt>olicatty as a syrrbo\ plus 
oc ta 1 offset ., 

J.nd i.[e<; t- type (abbrev lat ion Jnc;D 

where~ is the BSA mnemonic for some 645 indirection modifier 
(lv ,!ge. &!o §S., £ .. L, 29v .§911 idea d,icc or *) interprets the 
".JwOrd as an indirect word referred to by a 645 instruction with 
the indicated indirect modifier. The word is prrinted using 
the BSA pseudo-operations ZER0 3 TALLY* TALLYB» TALLYCc TALLYDo 
This format is (hopefully) convenient in working with the 
specified kind of indirection. If m.,~ is not specified~ it 
is taken to be the last indirect modifier seen by the in~tt:uctJon 
format o. · 
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Sun1t1~r~ ,2f Reguests 

ioc 1 

\oc 1 !Q loc2 

Print the contents of the indicated locations in formats 
previously specified to the /format request • .!,QS1 and~ 
are symbolic expressions involving text and stack synbots" 
octa t offsets. and •"lt 11 .. 

/.£or.mat 1 is t (abbreviation /f) 

Ll~t is a list of formats indicating the formats in which 
output ls to be printed. Permitted formats are~. 
floafing, decimal. asc!!~ ln~trMctJ,o~. and tndlr,ec;f-(abbre
vlat ons .2li .fl .. .Q 8 241 .!u and .!.n,g). 

/§egnent alpha (abbreviation /§..) 

Set the current segment to alohs and load its synt>o1 table 
lf one exists. 

Move the stack pointe~ up or down one f-rame. 

/stacls 

Set pure octal expressions to refer to the current stack frame. 

/abso\ute (abbreviation /~) 

Set purely octal expressions to refer to absolute locations 
in simulated 645 memory~ 

I~ 

Set purely octal expressions to refer to words in the dump file. 

I~ toe 

/1.db loc 

/J.gj Joe 

I~ loc 
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Set GEBUG's copy of the active registers as if a 645 instruction 
!J:§Sh stb., .U.L., or J;tcg had stored information in ~. 

/tecm~n 
Set GEBUG 1s idea of the active registers to their termination
time contents. 

l 1st 

Prints the contents of the active registers. If .JJll is a 
11st of code wordsD separated by blanks, only those registers 
specified are printed. Permissible code words are §.sQ, A. g. 
it: .i .Is;. gbr ~ mt, !.ti, bt~.,, xrs ~ 

/survey 

· Pr int a survey of a 11 segments in the descriptor segment. 

alpha 

Load the symol table file 'al~bs DEBUG',. 

/g:JJJ 

Clear the symbol table .. 

aipha 

Causes requests to be read from the 12-bit mode file 12,lpha 
GEBUG' instead of the console. 

eemMetnd 

Ca11se1 the spettfted C1'!! coat.wend to be executed,, cont, cl 
e¥8A'hee11 1 , etu, n iwg to 8E8~ .. 

/timer 

Start printing execution times after each request. 

fos,iib1e additigns l2 GtBVG 
One of the purposes of GEBUG is to serve as a model for an 
interactive debugger for the full-blown MULTICS system,. and 
it will be worthwhile to put some effort into various kinds 
of improvements in order to get a feeling for the specific 
aids which are useful in debugging 645 programs. There is 
hov.iever always some danger that a program which is changed 
too much may become Baroque 0 existing for its own sake 8 with 
dangling loops and pendants serving only to glorify its creator. 
This would be forgivable in a shortlived program like GEBUGs 
but only if it leads to a clean debugger for MULTICS. 
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What foltows is a collection of suggestions for possible addi• 
tions. Implementation varies from easy to frightfully difficult 8 

and notes have been appended to some indicating the amount 
of work reQuired .. The first two are the remaining features 
described in the original document (R. Fenichel,, BE.S.14., 
8/05/65) but never imp1emented4 

1 . The /wor,d request, which takes a word specified ln some 
nailed format and prints it out in all the others. 

2. The ~xtero output formatD which prints a word as an 
instruction- tust as in the instruction for-mat 0 but trans iates 
any linkage lnformation present and prints the address as some
thing like 11<segnam>JCextsymJ±exp". It is becoming evident 
that 11 instruction' formats in general are not ~Ing to be 
as useful in 645 debugging as they are in 7090 debugging~ 
since procedures are normally pure. Hence~ even though the 
m,<t§rn format would be reasonably easy to code 11 it wl11 not be 
provided unless there ts some demand for it~ 

3~ An "effective address" output format" which·chases down 
indirections and prints the actuat effective address of an 
instruction word as something I ike n<segnam>fexp". The over-
whelming variety of address modifications available in the 645 
w11 l probably lead to many interesting bugs. and it seems 
clear that this would be a -worthwhile feature for a 645 de• 
bugging aid* Part of its usefulness \1/0Uld be nullified by the 
fact that active registers change fairly quicklyQ so that the 
calculation of an effective address involving indexing is 
liable to be worthless. The addition of the /.lam" /l!JJ2 11 etc. 
requests and the stack requests was made ln part to alleviate 
this problem 9 but the usefulness of these requests remains to 
be Judged. · 

4~ A RUNCOM-1ike macro facility. This would be fairly easy 
to implement if anyone shows any interest in it. 

S. A "search" featureu which In Its simplest form could 
search for a word in cqre with specified bits having a specified 
content. A more advanced form might beg 

/,i.e,arc.h segnent sym-1oc1 1oc2 conditional expression 

where the conditional expression could be as complex as that 
of PL/1 or considerably simplere but certainly includes the 
functions C() {contents of) and EA() (effective address of). 
The request would be very easy to code for GEBUG except for 
the evaluation of the conditional expression# which will be 
as easy to code as it is restricted. 
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6. Extension of location expressions to include linkage 
synbols. Precisely what interpretation is to be given to an 
expression containing a linkage sylibol remains to be worked 
out. 

7. Extension of the jns:tr~U9n output format to include 
cheeking for errors such as an~ instruction occurring in an 
even location or an !~eg instruction having an address not 
divisible by 8. This is easy enough to do but if the a$seri'>ler 
is at all worthwhile should not be necessary. Again pure 
procedures save the day. 

8. Requests which allow the user to make full interactive 
use of whatever sort of 0 snapshot dumperu eventually becomes 
ava 1\ able for 6. 36. Presumab 1 y two requests wou 1d be provided i 
/forward and Iba<:!$. These would move GEBUG 's . Idea of mch ine 
conditions (both active registers and contents of core) to 
respectively the next or the previous snapshot. Then all of 
GEBUG's essentially static facilities could be applied to 
machine conditions as they were when that snapshot was taken. 
The 7090 end of snapshot dumping will be quite easy 0 but. the 
GE side of It is not at all easy. and considerable thought 
will have to be given to this whole area. 

9. So far we have not considered at all what sort of facil
ities will be useful in debugging 6.36 EPL programs. Certainly 
as a minimum it should be possible to reQuest the value of a 
variableu this value to be printed either in UNSPEC format or. 
in the format indicated by the attributes declared for the 
variable in the source program. Beyond this. everything is 
purely In the thinking stage. 


